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ABSTRACT
One potential solution to help people change their eating behavior
is to develop conversational systems able to recommend healthy
recipes. Beyond the intrinsic quality of the recommendations them-
selves, various factors might also influence users’ perception of a
recommendation. Two of these factors are the conversational skills
of the system and users’ interaction modality. In this paper, we
present Cora, a conversational system that recommends recipes
aligned with its users’ eating habits and current preferences. Users
can interact with Cora in two different ways. They can select pre-
defined answers by clicking on buttons to talk to Cora or write
text in natural language. On the other hand, Cora can engage users
through a social dialogue, or go straight to the point. We conduct
an experiment to evaluate the impact of Cora’s conversational skills
and users’ interaction mode on users’ perception and intention to
cook the recommended recipes. Our results show that a conver-
sational recommendation system that engages its users through a
rapport-building dialogue improves users’ perception of the inter-
action as well as their perception of the system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Healthy eating implies complex decision making processes [6],
including being aware of healthy options and choosing among them
[24]. One solution to overcome this issue and help people to make
healthier choices is to develop health-aware food recommender
systems [31]. While significant effort has been put recently into
optimizing the food selection algorithms [30], many other factors
can also influence users’ overall experience when interacting with a
recommender system [14]. Indeed, the way the recommendation is
presented [18], the system’s response time [33], or even the length
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of the system’s utterances [20] can have an influence on users’
perception of the system.

One trend to improve users’ experience is to make the interac-
tion more natural by designing the recommendation process as a
conversation [23]. Besides helping users to achieve task-oriented
goals, conversations can also fulfill interpersonal functions, such
as building rapport [29]. Rapport can be described as a dynamic
process that can be achieved when people "click" with each other
or feel the interaction is due to "chemistry" [27]. Human-human
studies have found that rapport between two people can influence
task performance in situations as diverse as peer-tutoring [25] and
negotiation [7]. Based on these findings, it becomes important to
endow recommender systems with social conversational infrastruc-
ture that would allow them to build rapport with their users to
improve task effectiveness.

In this paper, we present a conversational system able to recom-
mend recipes matching users’ needs while building rapport with
them. More specifically, our work focuses on investigating how the
conversational skills of a recipe recommender system and the inter-
action modes it offers to its users would influence users’ perception
and their intention to cook. First, we describe the design of our
system and its architecture before we explain how the recommen-
dation process works. Then, we evaluate our system through an
experiment in which we study the impact of our system’s conversa-
tional skills and interaction mode on its persuasiveness. Our main
contributions are (1) a rapport-building conversational approach
to deliver recipe recommendations adapted to users’ needs and
habits and (2) a subjective evaluation investigating the influence
of a recommender system’s conversational skills and interaction
mode on users’ perception of the system, users’ perception of the
interaction and users’ intention to cook the recommended recipes.

2 RELATEDWORK
Food Recommender Systems. A common approach for food rec-
ommender systems is to recommend a recipe based on its ingre-
dients. In [8], for example, the authors developed a system that
relies on recipes that people like to infer their preferred ingredients.
The system then recommends new recipes containing the previ-
ously inferred ingredients. In [9], the authors developed a system
that collects users’ preferences by asking them to rate and tag the
recipes they usually cook at home. The system then relies on user’s
preferences to rank recipes and deliver recommendations with the
highest scores. This Matrix Factorization algorithm outperformed
the content-based approach proposed by [8]. Other approaches
only rely on dietary information to recommend recipes that would
match users’ needs. YumMe, the recommender system developed
in [36], automatically extracts dietary information from pictures of
recipes to form a user profile. The system then relies on this user
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profile to deliver subsequent recommendations. In [11], authors
analyzed people’s eating behavior and clustered people in two cat-
egories: those interested in getting healthy recipes, and those who
did not care about that. They found that two of the main recipe
rating predictors for the first group were the fat and calorific con-
tent of the recipe, and decided to incorporate these features in their
recommendation process.

All these works focus on improving recommendation algorithms.
They do not investigate how the modality of the interaction be-
tween the system and its users can improve users’ experience which,
according to [15], should not be neglected.

Conversational Recommender Systems As pointed out by [23],
one way to improve users’ experience during complex search set-
tings is to endow recommender systems with conversational skills.
One of the first attempts comes from [35], where the authors ana-
lyze a corpus of interactions between human recommenders and
users to derive two main recommendation phases: Interview and
Delivery. The interview phase consists in a sequence of questions
which purpose is to gather relevant preferences from the user. The
goal of the delivery phase is to actually deliver the recommendation
– or a list of recommendations – based on the information gathered
during the interview phase. After presenting the user with a recom-
mendation, the system must be prepared to respond to the user’s
reactions, or critiques [4]. For instance, the user maywant to change
his preferences, specify whether he thinks an item is interesting
or not – in which case the system must update the user’s prefer-
ences accordingly –, or if they would like to see more similar items
[28]. More recently, approaches such as [37] proposed to optimize
these two phases by teaching their conversational recommender
system which questions to ask users to deliver the most accurate
recommendation. Rather than focusing on system’s dialogue policy
or strategies, some other works try to find the best way for users
to interact with a recommender system. The authors in [19] inves-
tigate different interaction modes by objectively comparing three
versions of a same music recommender systems. The first one used
buttons to interact with users, the second one used free text, and
the last one was a hybrid version that used buttons whenever there
was a need to disambiguate. Results show that the hybrid version
had a better interaction cost and recommendation accuracy than
the two other versions.

All these systems aim at fulfilling the task goals of a conversa-
tion. However, this is not the only goal that people want to achieve
during an interaction [29] and interpersonal goals such as building
and maintaining a good relationship or rapport should also be con-
sidered when designing conversational systems.

Rapport-Building Conversational Systems Researchers have
already started to investigate rapport-building conversational sys-
tems in different contexts, and study how rapport-building strate-
gies influence agents’ task-performance. With Rea the virtual Real
Estate Agent, authors investigated how small-talk influenced the
price users were ready to invest in a new house [1]. Closer to our
current work, some researchers specifically focused on rapport-
building conversational agents in the context of a recommendation
task. The authors of [16] evaluated the impact of self-disclosures and
reciprocity on a conversational recommender system’s perceived

performance. The results showed that both self-disclosures and
reciprocity had a significant positive impact on users’ satisfaction
with the interaction, and intention to use the system. However, their
system was not fully autonomous (they used a Wizard of Oz) and
they did not try to measure the impact of a system’s self-disclosures
on the perceived quality of the recommendation. Recently, [21] pre-
sented a conversational recommender system able to draw from the
various explanations humans use with one another. The authors
demonstrated that users preferred movie recommendations coming
from a system that was able to justify its choice using its "own" per-
sonal opinion and talk about its "own" personal experience related
to the recommended movie.

Although all these works rely on rapport-building conversational
strategies, few of them investigate how rapport-building dialogues
influence the perceived quality of the items recommended, or peo-
ple’s compliance towards the recommendations. Moreover, they
do not investigate the impact of users’ interaction mode on users’
perceptions. In this paper, we aim at building a conversational rec-
ommender system that recommends recipes while building rapport
with its users. More specifically, in this paper, we focus on the
following research questions:
RQ1: How does the way users interact with a conversational rec-
ommender system influence their perception of and their intention
to cook recommended recipes?
RQ2: How do a conversational recommender system’s conversa-
tional strategies influence users’ perception of and their intention
to cook recommended recipes?

3 CONVERSATIONAL AGENT DESIGN
To answer to our research questions, we built and deployed Cora, a
conversational agent that recommends recipes to its users through
a rapport-building dialogue. We explain below how we designed
our system, describe its architecture (see Fig.1) and detail its rec-
ommendation process.

3.1 System Design
Works in grounded cognition have shown that people’s eating be-
haviors are driven by many mechanisms that they are most often
not aware of [3]. For example, different foods can be associated to
different emotions. Each food can then be described in terms of
the emotion it elicits in people, and assigned a global emotional
score. Similarly, foods can be described in terms of healthiness and
fillingness (how full does one feel after eating that food?) and as-
signed fillingness and healthiness scores. As these two dimensions
have been found to be good predictors for the frequency to which a
food is eaten and for the acceptance rate of food recommender sys-
tems [11], we rely on them to design our recommendation process.
Cora uses on a knowledge-based approach to recommend recipes to
its users. Cora first establishes a user profile based on users’ eating
habits and needs. Cora then selects an ingredient matching this
profile, and recommends recipes using all this information.

3.1.1 Task-Oriented Dialogue. To design our task-oriented dia-
logue, we conducted a pilot involving approximately 100 partici-
pants. This pilot helped us to identify the different questions that
Cora would have to ask before actually recommending a recipe.



The interaction scenario is designed to follow the traditional inter-
view/delivery structure [14, 35]. During the interview phase, Cora
first greets the user and introduce itself before it starts gathering
the relevant pieces of information it needs to deliver personalized
recipe recommendations. Cora asks whether the user feels hungry,
whether they want to eat healthy, and whether they are on a spe-
cific diet. Cora also asks whether the user wants to use a specific
ingredient for their recipe. Finally, Cora asks how much time the
user is willing to spend to cook dinner. After that question, Cora
enters the delivery phase and recommends a recipe. From then, the
user can accept or reject the recommendation. In both cases, the
system updates its knowledge about the user’s preferences and asks
whether the user would like another recipe. If the user declines,
Cora says goodbye and the interaction ends. The user can also ask
for another recipe, which results in another recommendation from
the system. If the user refines their preferences, (e.g. by saying the
don’t like one of the ingredients) the system updates its knowledge
accordingly and recommends another recipe.

3.1.2 Rapport-Building Dialogue. For Cora to build rapport with
its users, we mostly rely on the computational model exposed in
[38] and its list of conversational strategies. More specifically, we
implemented the following strategies:

Small Talk as an introductory phase. Small talk usually consists
of safe and non-intimate questions to break the ice during a first
interaction with someone [26]. Previous work in the domain of
conversational agents emphasized the role of small talk in task
oriented contexts [1]. In ourwork, small-talk consists of Cora asking
four questions at the beginning of the interaction before reaching
the preference gathering phase. Cora first asks about users’ name
and whether they are doing alright. Then, Cora asks about what
the users usually eat for dinner, and why they eat such food.

Self-Disclosures. Disclosing personal information about yourself
during an interaction has been linked to affiliative interpersonal
outcomes such as liking and trust [17]. Previous work already em-
phasized the need to endow conversational systems with the ability
to self-disclose personal information [16]. Cora thus discloses infor-
mation about itself to its users during the small-talk and preference
gathering phases (e.g. "I try to eat healthy dinners myself" or "I love
to spend time cooking").

Feedback and Acknowledgements. Acknowledgements are a way
to show understanding of a previous utterance during a conver-
sation [32]. In this work, Cora uses such acknowledgements (e.g.
“okay”, “right”, “sure”, etc...) to show that it understood what the
user just said. Cora also uses reciprocal appreciation to give a feed-
back to what users said and build rapport with them at the same
time. As explained by [12], people tend to appreciate their interlocu-
tor more when they express similar attitudes toward an opinion, an
object, or another person. For instance, if one user says that he/she
is hungry, Cora gives a feedback saying "I’m hungry too!"

Personal opinions as explanations. As shown in [21], a system
justifying its recommendation using its "own" personal opinion or
personal experience can increase rapport during an interaction. In
this work, Cora uses explanations such as "It’s personally one of my

favorites!" or "This recipe is delicious." whenever it recommends a
recipe to its user.

3.2 Architecture
3.2.1 Front-End. The front-end consists of a web page that allows
each client to communicate with the server. Chat messages are
displayed in a single scroll-down chat window. Whenever Cora
recommends a recipe, a poster including the recipe’s picture, ingre-
dients, and cooking steps is displayed in the conversation. The user
initiates the conversation by saying "Hello Cora". To have better
control over turn taking, the user cannot send a second message to
Cora until the first one was answered. We set up two different inter-
faces (User-Mode) for users to chat with Cora. In the chat-mode,
the users write their messages to Cora by typing free text in a text
input at the bottom of the chat window. In the buttons-mode, the
users select pre-defined messages to send to Cora by clicking on
buttons and/or selecting options in drop-down menus. For example,
to the question "What do you think about this recipe?" users can
answer either "I like it, thank you!", "No, I don’t like the recipe",
"No, I don’t like #ingredient" or "No, other reason". All the answer
options were defined based on the most recurrent answers given
by users in our prior pilot.

3.2.2 Back-End. The back-end consists of a server developed in
Python which handles multiple simultaneous client connections
and disconnections. For each new client, the server creates a dedi-
cated Cora-agent. A Cora-agent is composed of three modules: 1)
the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) module, in charge of
making sense of what the user is saying, 2) a Dialog Manager (DM),
deciding what to say next based on the output of the NLU and 3) a
Natural Language Generation (NLG) module, generating sentences
in natural language based on the output of the DM. Each module
is described in more details below. The server is then in charge of
distributing clients’ messages to the corresponding Cora-agents as
well as Cora-agents’ messages to the corresponding clients.

Natural Language Understanding. The first component triggered
is the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) module, which ex-
tracts communicative intentions and entities from users’ utterances.
Our NLU module uses the Python libraries nltk and Spacy to do
lemmatization, dependency parsing and POS tagging on the ut-
terance. We extract relevant entities by matching words/lemmas
with a set of entities (i.e. ingredients, diets and intolerances) pro-
vided by the Spoonacular API1 that we use to recommend recipes.
Given the entities, the POS tags and the dependency tags, the NLU
module then uses a set of rules to determine the user’s intent,
the associated entity and entity-type as well as a valence. For in-
stance, the output corresponding to the input "I don’t like mush-
rooms" is {intent: "inform", entity_type: "food", entity:
"mushroom", valence: "-"}. This information is sent to the DM.

Dialog Management. We designed our Dialog Manager (DM) as
a finite state machine. It takes the user intent, entity-type, entity
and valence extracted from the user’s utterance as inputs; it then
uses these to transition to each new state based on the current state
of the dialog and a set of rules (see section 3.1 for an overview of

1https://spoonacular.com/food-api
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Figure 1: Architecture of Cora, our COnversational Recommender Agent, with recommendation-only items preceded by brack-
ets.

the scenario). The DM stores the user’s recognized entities to keep
track of their preferences in a user frame. The content of the user
frame is used during the recommendation process as described in
section 3.3.

We defined two interaction modes for Cora (Cora-Mode). In
the task-conv mode, Cora focuses exclusively on its recommenda-
tion task. In the social-conv mode, Cora uses all the conversational
strategies defined in 3.1 to build rapport with its users, including
small-talk at the beginning of the conversation. We therefore de-
fined a specific finite state machine for the social-conv to include
additional states corresponding to the small-talk phase.

Natural Language Generation. Given the user-utterance data
outputted by the NLU, the dialog state outputted by the DM and the
interaction style (Cora-Mode), the Natural Language Generation
(NLG) module uses a lookup table to generate a utterance in natural
language. In the social-conv mode, the generated utterance contains
one or more rapport-building strategies, which is not the case in
the task-conv mode. Figure 2 presents two samples of interactions
depicting the difference between the Cora-Modes and User-Modes.

3.3 Recommendation process
Our main challenge for the recommendation process is to deliver a
recipe that best matches users preferences. To better understand
these preferences, we take into account both users’ habits (trait
preferences) and users’ current desires (state preferences). We first
collected a Food database regrouping the 40 ingredients that people
most frequently cook and eat for dinner. Each ingredient of the data-
base is characterized by healthiness and fillingness scores in [−1, 1]
that were computed by averaging individual healthiness and fill-
ingness scores assigned by hundreds of participants (e.g salmon is
associated with a healthiness value of 0.926 and a fillingness value
of 0.678).

3.3.1 Trait preferences. The trait preferences are gathered through
a questionnaire that users answer prior to the interaction with Cora.
Users are asked to rate how frequently they eat seven specific foods
using 7-point Likert scales (anchors: 0 = never, 6 = once a day).
These seven foods were selected from our healthiness-fillingness

food database, after filtering out foods that are not compatible with
a vegan diet (e.g. steak). Specifically, we selected the two items of
our database with the highest ratings and the two items with the
lowest ratings on the healthiness dimension and on the fillingness
dimension, thus obtaining two sets of four items each. The two sets
of selected food having one item in common, the final set has seven
items.

To compute a trait healthiness preference score 𝑝𝑡 (ℎ) ∈ [−1, 1]
for a user, we first calculate, for each food 𝑗 , a healthiness score 𝑠 𝑗 (ℎ)
as:

𝑠 𝑗 (ℎ) =
{

𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑗 if 𝑗 is a healthy food
−𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑗 if 𝑗 is not a healthy food,

where 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑗 is the frequency at which the user eats food 𝑗 , as self-
reported on our Likert-scale. We then sum those scores to obtain
the user’s trait healthiness score 𝑝𝑡 (ℎ) =

∑
𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 (ℎ). We proceed in

a similar way to calculate a trait fillingness preference score 𝑝𝑡 (𝑓 ).
Even though this data is collected prior to the beginning of

interaction, it is stored in the DM’s user frame and available during
the interaction.

3.3.2 State preferences. The state preferences are collected during
the interaction with Cora and correspond to the answers to "How
healthy do you want your meal to be?" for healthiness and "How
hungry are you?" for fillingness. The NLU extracts from the user’s
utterance a desired level of healthiness (resp. fillingness) converted
to a value 𝑝𝑠 (ℎ) (resp. 𝑝𝑠 (𝑓 )) in {−1,−.75,−.5 − .25, 0, .25, .5..75, 1}.
For example, "no preference" will be mapped to a value of 0 while
"slightly" will be mapped to a value of .25.

The user’s preferences are then averaged over trait and state
values, resulting in two values 𝑝 (ℎ) and 𝑝 (𝑓 ) in [−1, 1].

Besides the healthiness and fillingness dimensions, the data col-
lected during our pilot study showed that three other elements are
critical when it comes to recommend a recipe: the diet / intoler-
ances of the user (e.g. vegan or intolerant to gluten), the amount
of time the user is willing to spend cooking, and whether there is
a specific ingredient the user wants to use. Those preferences are
also gathered during the interview phase of the dialog with Cora.



3.3.3 Giving a recommendation. When the interview phase is over,
Cora recommends recipes to the user. To do so, the DMgoes through
the following steps: 1) find an ingredient if the user did not specify
one during the interview phase, 2) find a recipe with this ingredient
and 3) use the user’s feedback for subsequent recommendations.

1) Ingredient. If the user did not provide one, we want to select
the best ingredient for the user to use in the recipe. Leveraging
our Food Database, the DM generates a list of preferred ingre-
dients 𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 for the user. To do so, the user’s prefer-
ences for healthiness and fillingness are represented as a vector
𝑝 = ⟨𝑝 (ℎ), 𝑝 (𝑓 )⟩. Each ingredient of the Food Database is repre-
sented in the same vector space and ingredients are sorted by the
distance of their vector to 𝑝 , with the closest ingredient as the first
one of the list. Ingredients that the user dislikes or cannot eat (e.g.
if vegan) are excluded from the list.

2) Recipe. To recommend a recipe to the user, the DM uses the
Spoonacular API. This API allows us to query the Spoonacular data-
base for recipes including or excluding a specific ingredient, that
correspond to a specific diet (e.g. vegan) and/or take into account
intolerances (e.g. to gluten) and that can be cooked in a specific
amount of time. Each recipe received from the API is described
by a title, a list of ingredients, a list of preparation steps (i.e. in-
structions), and some nutritional information, including a global
healthiness score and an amount of calories that we map to our fill-
ingness score. The DM queries the API for two recipes containing
the first ingredient of the 𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 and stores the results in
a 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 . Similarly to ingredients, recipes of the 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡
are represented in the healthiness-fillingness vector space and are
sorted by distance to the preference vector 𝑝 . If the DM receives
less than two results from the API or if at any point the 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡
is empty, the first ingredient in 𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 is popped out of
the list and the DM queries the API for two more recipes following
the same procedure.

3) Using user’s feedback. If Cora has to give more than one rec-
ommendation, it uses the user’s feedback to select another recipe:
i) If the user answered they don’t like an ingredient (resp. recipe),
the disliked ingredient is stored in a 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 (resp.
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 ). The DM then removes from 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 all
recipes that contain disliked ingredients, as well as recipes with
a title similar to disliked recipes. We do fuzzy matching to com-
pute the distance between two titles, using Levenshtein distance. If
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 is empty, the DM goes back to step 2.

4 EXPERIMENT
To answer to our research questions RQ1 and RQ2, we designed
an experiment investigating how our system’s conversational skills
and interaction mode influenced the perceived quality of both the
system and the interaction, in addition to users’ intention to cook
recommended recipes.

4.1 Stimuli
For the sake of the experiment, we identified two different inde-
pendent variables, corresponding to the DM/NLG modes and the
front-end interfaces described in section 3.2. The first one represents

Cora’s conversational mode (Cora-Mode) as a between-subject in-
dependent variable with two levels: socially-oriented conversation
(social-conv) in which Cora liven up the conversation by using
rapport-building strategies as described in 3.1, and task-oriented
conversation (task-conv) in which Cora simply asks questions and
delivers recommendations. The second between-subject variable
represents the way the user can interact with Cora (User-Mode)
and has two levels: a button mode (buttons-mode) in which users
interact with Cora using buttons and drop-down lists only, and a
chat mode (chat-mode) in which users can type whatever they want
in natural language.

Our experiment has a 2x2 design with Cora-Mode and User-
Mode as between subject variables. Two samples of interactions
depicting the difference between the conditions are presented in
figure 2. In each of the four conditions, participants followed the
same procedure. They were first presented with a consent form
informing them about the conditions of the experiment. Those who
agreed to partake in the study were then presented with a short
description of the task explaining the context of the interaction (i.e.,
the participant has to find a recipe to cook for tonight). Before in-
teracting with Cora, participants had to fill in a questionnaire about
their eating habits as described in section 3.3.1. Each participant
was then randomly assigned to a group according to the different
independent variables and interacted with Cora following the sce-
nario described in section 3.1. After the end of their interaction,
participants took three surveys that measured the quality of the
interaction, the quality of the system and their intention to cook the
recipes recommended to them. In addition to these three surveys,
two open-ended questions asked participants their thoughts about
Cora and about the experiment. Finally, participants answered a
demographics questionnaire.

4.2 Measurements
We measured the three following constructs in our experiment.
(a) We relied on rapport [27] -a notion commonly used in the do-
main of human-agent interactions [10, 39]- as a proxy to measure
the quality of the interaction. The eight different items we used
to measure rapport are listed in Table 1. (b) The perceived quality
of the conversational recommender system was measured using
a questionnaire derived from [22]. The seven different items we
used encompass multiple aspects of a recommender system’s task
performance and are listed in Table 2. We also added an eighth item
to assess the perceived healthiness of the recipes recommended.
(c) Finally, we measured participants’ intention the cook the recom-
mended recipes through a questionnaire adapted from [5]. The five
items we used to measure intention to cook are listed in Table 3.
All answers for the three questionnaires were on a 7-point Likert
scale (anchors: 0 = completely disagree, 6 = completely agree).

4.3 Hypotheses
We learned from previous work that rapport-building conversa-
tional strategies increase users’ satisfaction [16, 21] and users’ in-
tention to use the system [16]. Hence, we expect to find a similar
positive impact on the perceived quality of the system and on user’s
intention to cook. We hypothesize the following:
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User-Mode

Cora-Mode

Nope but I don’t like kale

I don’t have that much time, so I want something quick to prepare

Figure 2: Excerpts of interactions between Cora and its user showing the two Cora-Modes (task-conv vs social-conv) and the
two User-Modes (buttons-mode vs chat-mode) used in our experiment. The rapport-building conversational strategies used by
Cora in the social-conv mode are underlined in the dialogue: acknowledgments with a double line, reciprocal appreciations
with a single line and self-disclosures with a dotted line.

H1-a: The system’s conversational mode (Cora-Mode) will
have a main effect on the perceived quality of the interaction. More
specifically, the interactions with a system that engages partici-
pants using rapport-building conversational strategies (social-conv)
will be perceived as better than the interactions with a system that
engages participants through a task-oriented conversation (task-
conv).

H1-b: The system’s conversational mode (Cora-Mode) will
have a main effect on the perceived quality of the conversational
recommender system. More specifically, the quality of a system
that engages participants using rapport-building conversational
strategies (social-conv) will be perceived as higher than the qual-
ity of a system that engages participants through a task-oriented
conversation (task-conv).

H1-c: The system’s conversational mode (Cora-Mode) will have
a main effect on the participants’ intention to cook. More specifi-
cally, participants interacting with a system engaging them using
rapport-building conversational strategies (social-conv) will bemore
likely to report they want to cook one of the recommended recipes
compared to participants interacting with a system engaging them
through a task-oriented conversation (task-conv).

Building rapport is a dyadic process, which would require the
user to reciprocate the use of conversational strategies during the
interaction [38]. Thus, we expect that allowing users to chat freely
with the system will increase their overall experience. We hypothe-
size the following:

H2-a: Users’ interaction mode (User-Mode) will have a main
effect on the perceived quality of the interaction. More specifically,
participants chatting with a system (chat-mode) will perceive the
interaction as better compared to participants interacting with a
system using buttons and drop-down menus (buttons-mode).

H2-b: Users’ interaction mode (User-Mode) will have a main
effect on the perceived quality of the conversational recommender
system. More specifically, participants chatting with a system (chat-
mode) will perceive its quality as higher compared to participants

interacting with a system using buttons and drop-down menus
(buttons-mode).

H2-c: Users’ interaction mode (User-Mode) will have a main
effect on the participants’ intention to cook. More specifically, par-
ticipants chatting with a system (chat-mode) will be more likely
to report they want to cook one of the recommended recipes com-
pared to participants interacting with a system using buttons and
drop-down menus (buttons-mode).

5 RESULTS
We collected 106 interactions on Amazon Mechanical Turk (N =
106), with a balanced number of interactions per condition. To
ensure the quality of the data collected, all participants had at least
a 95% approval rate with more than 100 previous HITs validated.
Participants were paid USD 0.75 and spent an average of 6 minutes
and 11 seconds (std = 3min59s) on the task. Participants were mostly
men (67%), from the U.S. (67%), working full-time (80%), with a
degree of higher education (89%). They were aged 18-29 (24%), 30-
49 (65%) or 50-69 (11%). All participants cook at least occasionally
and most of them cook at least once a day (43%) or several times a
week (44%). Most participants said they are very familiar (55%) or
somewhat familiar (41%) with conversational assistants.

Our conversational agent recommended 238 recipes in total, with
an average of 2.24 recommendations per interaction (std = 1.69).
The average acceptance rate for the recommendations was 0.79 (std
= 0.39).

5.1 Quality of the interaction
We conducted a 2x2 factorial MANOVA (i.e., multivariate analysis
of variance) with Cora-Mode and User-Mode as between-subject
factors. The dependentmeasures were the eight questions presented
in Table 1. The factorial MANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of Cora-Mode (F(1, 102) = 5.088; p < .05) on the perceived quality
of the interaction. There was no main effect of User-Mode (F(1,



Cora-Mode User-Mode

Dimensions Subjective items task-conv social-conv button-mode chat-mode

Coordination I felt I was in sync with Cora. 4.58(±1.72) 4.85(±1.07) 4.77(±1.22) 4.66(±1.62)
I was able to say everything I wanted to say during the interaction. 4.81(±1.57) 5.00(±1.33) 4.77(±1.52) 4.94(±1.39)

Mutual Attentiveness Cora was interested in what I was saying. 4.36(±1.52) 4.85(±1.25) 4.79(±1.19) 4.42(±1.58)
Cora was respectful to me and considered to my concerns. 5.21(±1.02) 5.26(±.97) 5.26(±.89) 5.21(±1.09)

Positivity Cora was warm and caring. 4.21(±1.57) 4.64(±1.30) 4.72(±1.46) 4.13(±1.40)
Cora was friendly to me. 4.85(±1.22) 5.23(±1.04) 5.17(±.95) 4.91(±1.31)

Rapport Cora and I established rapport. 3.53(±1.60)∗∗∗ 4.68(±1.30)∗∗∗ 4.23(±1.53) 3.98(±1.60)
I felt I had no connection with Cora. 2.72(±2.33) 2.11(±2.13) 2.30(±2.21) 2.53(±2.30)

Table 1: Subjective questionnaire adapted from [39] to measure users’ perceived quality of the interaction.

Cora-Mode User-Mode

Dimensions Subjective items task-conv social-conv button-mode chat-mode

Decision Confidence The recipes recommended to me during this interaction matched my preferences. 4.58(±1.71) 4.70(±1.21) 4.91(±1.10) 4.38(±1.74)
User Control Cora allowed me to specify and change my preferences during the interaction. 4.53(±1.56) 4.75(±1.40) 4.98(±1.16) 4.30(±1.69)
Intention to Return I would use Cora to get recipe recommendations in the future. 4.25(±1.89)∗ 4.98(±1.14)∗ 4.87(±1.45) 4.36(±1.71)
Perceived Effort I easily found the recipes I was looking for. 4.21(±1.94) 4.75(±1.15) 4.74(±1.44) 4.23(±1.72)
Healthiness The recipes recommended by Cora were healthy. 4.64(±1.30) 5.04(±1.03) 4.94(±1.14) 4.74(±1.23)
Recommendation Quality I was satisfied with the recipes recommended to me. 4.51(±1.68) 4.94(±1.17) 4.85(±1.22) 4.60(±1.66)
Perceived Usefulness Cora provided sufficient details about the recipes recommended. 4.09(±1.70)∗ 4.72(±1.47)∗ 4.55(±1.43) 4.26(±1.77)
Transparency Cora explained her reasoning behind the recommendations. 3.34(±1.99) 3.98(±1.86) 3.57(±1.97) 3.75(±1.93)

Table 2: Subjective questionnaire adapted from [22] to measure users’ perceived quality of the system.

.
Cora-Mode User-Mode

Dimensions Subjective items task-conv social-conv button-mode chat-mode

Intention to Cook

I want to make the recipe recommended to me. 3.98(±1.72) 4.68(±1.24) 4.57(±1.35) 4.09(±1.67)
I expect to make the recipe recommended to me. 4.40(±1.71) 4.75(±1.11) 4.77(±1.27) 4.38(±1.59)
It is likely I will make the recipe recommended to me. 4.28(±1.72) 4.72(±1.03) 4.68(±1.30) 4.32(±1.54)
I intend to make the recipe recommended to me. 4.11(±1.68) 4.45(±1.27) 4.55(±1.37) 4.02(±1.57)
I will try to make the recipe recommended to me. 4.15(±1.81) 4.53(±1.34) 4.60(±1.47) 4.08(±1.68)

Table 3: Subjective questionnaire adapted from [5] to measure users’ intention to cook.

102) = 1.214; p = .27) on the perceived quality of the interaction and
the interaction between the two variables was not significant (F(1;
102) = 3.453; p = .06). H1-a is validated, but not H2-a.

For our follow-up analysis, we looked at univariate effects of
Cora-Mode on each dependent measure with Student’s t-tests. Our
results showed a significant main effect of Cora-Mode on the item
"Cora and I established rapport" (F(1, 104) = 16.24; p < .001; [2 = .14).
This result shows that the version of Cora engaging the participants
using conversational strategies was effectively able to build rapport
with them. For all the questionnaire items, the system was rated
with higher scores when engaging participants in a social dialogue
(social-conv) compared to a task dialogue (task-conv). The quality
of the interaction was rated high across all conditions (mean and
std for the quality of the interaction across all conditions m = 4.58,
std = 1.04). We report a summary of all means and standard errors
(in parentheses) for the eight dependent variables in Table 1. The
differences between the means are marked according to their level
of significance (* for p < .05, ** for p < .005 and *** for p < .001).

5.2 Quality of the system
We conducted a 2x2 factorialMANOVAwithCora-Mode andUser-
Mode as between-subject factors. The dependent measures were
the eight questions presented in Table 2. The factorial MANOVA

revealed a significant main effect of Cora-Mode (F(1, 102) = 4.325;
p < .05) on the perceived quality of the system. There was no main
effect of User-Mode (F(1, 102) = 2.354; p = .13) on the perceived
quality of the system and the interaction between the two variables
was not significant (F(1; 102) = 1.167; p = .28). H1-b is validated, but
not H2-b.

Similar to the previous section, we performed a follow-up analy-
sis that looked at univariate effects of Cora-Mode on each depen-
dentmeasurewith Student’s t-tests. Our results showed a significant
main effect of Cora-Mode on the participants Intention to Return
(F(1, 104) = 5.77; p < .05; [2 = .05) and Perceived Usefulness (F(1,
104) = 4.00; p < .05; [2 = .04). Participants are more willing to use
a system able to engage them in a rapport-building conversation,
and they also perceive that a rapport-building system delivers more
details about the recommendations. For all the questionnaire items,
the system was rated with higher scores when engaging partici-
pants in a social dialogue (social-conv) compared to a task dialogue
(task-conv). The quality of the system was rated high across all
conditions (mean and std for the quality of the system across all
conditions m = 4.50, std = 1.16). In Table 2, we report a summary
of all means and standard errors (in parentheses) for the eight de-
pendent variables. The differences between the means are marked
according to their level of significance (* for p < .05, ** for p < .005
and *** for p < .001).



5.3 Intention to cook
We conducted a 2x2 factorialMANOVAwithCora-Mode andUser-
Mode as between-subject factors. The dependent measures were
the five questions presented in Table 3. The factorial MANOVA
revealed no significant main effect of Cora-Mode (F(1, 102) = 2.660;
p = .1) or User-Mode (F(1, 102) = 2.852; p = .09) on the perceived
quality of the system. The interaction between the two variables
was not significant (F(1; 102) = 2.233; p = .14). H1-c and H2-c are
not validated. For all the questionnaire items, the system was rated
with higher scores when engaging participants in a social dialogue
(social-conv) compared to a task dialogue (task-conv). The scores
obtained by the button-mode version were also higher than the
scores obtained by the chat-mode version for all the items. The
intention to cook was rated high across all conditions (mean and
std for intention to cook across all conditions m = 4.41, std = 1.39).

5.4 Discussion
The good ratings obtained across each condition combined with
the high acceptance rate show that participants have been gener-
ally satisfied with Cora and its recommendations. Regardless of
the quality of the recommendations, our results also show that
endowing recommender systems with rapport-building abilities
has a positive influence on users’ perception. That is corroborated
by the fact that the rapport-building version of Cora systemati-
cally obtained better scores than its task-oriented counterpart, and
lower standard deviations. In other words, participants preferred
the rapport-building version of Cora, and their ratings of this ver-
sion were more consistent. Furthermore, not only are participants
significantly more willing to use a system able to engage them
in a rapport-building conversation, but they also perceive that a
rapport-building system delivers significantly more details about
the recommendations, although it simply gives its "own" personal
opinion. The latter result is consistent with [21] and highlights the
importance of endowing recommender systems with the ability to
express their own opinions about the items they recommend.

Contrary to our initial intuition, we found that the chat version
of Cora generally obtained lower scores compared to its button
counterpart. However, we noticed two interesting results. First, par-
ticipants who interacted with a rapport-building Cora via free text
rated the quality of the interaction higher than the ones who inter-
acted with the rapport-building Cora via buttons and drop-down
menus. This shows that allowing users to freely reciprocate a recom-
mender system’s conversational strategies during the interaction
helps to improve their overall experience. Participants who inter-
acted with the rapport-building Cora via free text found the system
"fun and engaging" and thought Cora "sounded so sympathetic and
gave off a vibe of someone who cares about people’s opinions". Sec-
ond, the difference in the ratings of the quality of interaction and
intention to cook between button-mode and chat-mode was lower
when Cora was using rapport-building conversational strategies.
In other words, rapport-building strategies mitigated the issues
related to natural language understanding. Participants were more
forgiving towards the system when it was using rapport-building
strategies, as hinted by one comment: "Cora kind of ignored my
dietary preferences, but she sounded pretty natural compared to most
chat bots".

We found a potential explanation for the lower scores of chat-
mode Cora by looking at the interactions logs. Indeed, some specific
sentences written by users in the chat-mode were not correctly
understood by Cora. We identified two categories of errors: (1) sen-
tences that were misclassified by our natural language understand-
ing components leading to an inaccurate recommendation in the
end and (2) users’ requests that were not handled by our system,
hence not classified at all, leading to users’ frustration. Both cate-
gories had a negative impact on users’ rating of system quality and
intention to cook. Furthermore, we found that people who were
not familiar with conversational assistants rated the chat-mode
version of Cora significantly lower compared to the button-mode.
These participants might have been oblivious of the current con-
versational assistant limitations or conventions and preferred more
conventional interfaces that they found more reliable. Although we
expected the button-mode to be too limiting, only one participant
commented that "some answers felt restrictive and made me feel like
I wouldn’t be able to say what I meant with the ready-made answers."

Finally, one comment from a participant who interacted with
rapport-building Cora shed light on a very interesting point: "It was
good, but there’s too much unimportant conversation in my opinion.
There should be two modes: talkative and time-efficient". This is
consistent with the work presented in [13] in which the authors
classified the users of a recommender system in two categories:
those who actively wanted to build rapport with the recommender
system, and those who wanted to get a recommendation in the
most efficient way. Therefore, building systems able to identify the
type of users they are interacting with and to adapt their strategies
would consequently improve users’ experience.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented Cora, a conversational recommender
system able to recommend recipes matching users’ eating habits
and needs. Cora was able to engage its users in a rapport-building
dialogue or a task-oriented one, and was able to interact with them
using free-text or buttons and drop-down menus. We conducted a
user study to evaluate the influence of Cora’s conversational skills
and users’ interaction mode on users’ perception and intention
to cook. Our results show that endowing conversational recom-
mendation systems with rapport-building conversational strategies
significantly improves users’ perception of the interaction and of
the system itself. We also found that rapport-building strategies
were a way to mitigate and lower the impact of the system’s mis-
understandings on users perception and intention to cook.

One potential extension of this work would be to replace the
recipe API we are relying on for recommendations by our own
recommendation engine. We are currently considering the use of
Knowledge graphs as described in [2, 34] to deliver more personal-
ized recipes recommendation to users. We also want our system to
ask a follow-up question whenever users reject a recommendation
to understand why they rejected it. That would help the system to
refine its users’ profiles and to deliver more accurate recommenda-
tions later on. We are also interested in introducing a healthiness
bias in the recommendation process that would incite users to eat
healthier recipes, and evaluate how such a bias would influence
users perception.
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